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Middough Promotes Mayer and Fellenstein
Karen M. Mayer, PE promoted to SPM & Steve A. Fellenstein, PE promoted to PM
CLEVELAND, Ohio (January 10, 2019) — Middough Inc., a top-ranking U.S. engineering,
architecture and management services company, has promoted Karen Mayer to Senior Project
Manager (SPM) and Steve Fellenstein to Project Manager (PM).
Karen M. Mayer, PE
Karen has over 20 years of experience in process and chemical engineering managing myriad
of multi-discipline projects from initial phase to detailed engineering ad construction. “Over the
past eight years with Middough, Karen has shown exemplary performance evidence in her
project results and her peers and clients feedback. She has shown initiative, discipline and
commitment to continuous improvement by going above and beyond to ensure Middough
delivers quality service to our clients,” states Vice President and General Manger Sam Khalilieh.
“Furthermore, Karen has developed a collaborative relationship with her team and developed
strong client relations where many have come to see Karen as a trusted partner who honors her
commitments to her team and to the client,” states Sam Khalilieh.
Over the next few months, Karen will continue to manage her current responsibilities as a
project manager and transition into her new role as an SPM. In her new role, she will manage a
portfolio of new and existing clients and accounts and focus on business development efforts to
grow her portfolio and our business. Karen holds a BS, Chemical Engineering, from Cleveland
State University, and is a Registered Professional Engineer.
Steve A. Fellenstein, PE
Steve brings over 20 years of experience with Middough in the steel, chemical/petrochemical
and commercial industries. He has played a key role in many projects for pipe mills, caster
improvements and repairs, steel-making emissions control systems, mill building crane runway
upgrades and repairs, and other steel-related projects. “Steve is detailed oriented and process
driven project manager who understands the need to serve our clients.,” states Sam Khalilieh.
In his new role, Steve will be managing multiple projects in the metals sector and ensure
flawless project coordination and execution while focusing on the financial health of the projects.
Steve holds a BS, Civil Engineering, Washington University, St. Louis, MO and is a Registered
Professional Engineer.
About Middough Inc.
For more than 65 years, Middough Inc. has been recognized for its performance and leadership
as an engineering, architecture and management services company. With major offices in
Cleveland, Chicago, Houston, and Toledo and additional offices nationally comprising 600
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professionals. Middough provides a full-range of traditional and specialized design, engineering,
architecture and management services worldwide in nine industries. For more information about
Middough, visit www.middough.com.
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